FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

ARYSE Announces Partnership with the Texas High School
Coaches Association with Goal of Preventing High School
Athletes from Ankle Injury
ARYSE is proud to announce a new partnership with the Texas High School Coaches Association
(THSCA). Through this partnership, ARYSE will help THSCA live out their mission statement: “To help
and serve our Texas high school coaches as they work to help and serve our student athletes.”
As the first exo-performance™ company, ARYSE works to reduce injury by designing its products in a
way that incorporates functional anatomical stabilizing technology (FAST). FAST mimics how the body
moves, with no restriction, allowing athletes to perform at their highest level while also keeping them
safe when their joints reach the end range of motion. We look to the human body to create products
that move with the user, providing superior performance and precise protection.
ARYSE, in partnership with THSCA, is aiming to reduce ankle injury by providing THSCA athletes
products that will reduce the chance of an ankle injury. THSCA will now have access to both the
IFAST® and the XFAST®. These products will revolutionize the way that THSCA athletes will be able to
perform, as well as protect against injury.
The IFAST is the first of its kind. Designed for hardcourt sports, the IFAST easily fits inside any shoe.
The IFAST mimics the ankle anatomy, moving with the body through full games or practices, reacting
with the body’s movements from the beginning to the end. This creates precise protection, letting
athletes perform at their highest levels. The system protects performance, only intervening before the
ankle moves past the end range of motion.
The XFAST is an entirely new type of protection. Built for field sports, the XFAST seamlessly integrates
into an athlete’s cleat to help stabilize and protect the ankle while also allowing for unrestricted
performance. Through our proprietary FAST system, performance is maximized without the fear of
injury.
ARYSE is moving to fundamentally change how the active body is protected by designing exo-performance
products inspired by anatomy to strengthen and support its dynamic movements and achieve its best results.
###
If you would like more information about this topic, please contact Shelli McClintock at
shelli.mcclintock@aryse.com.
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